
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL This week in 

History./ April 

FAMOUS EVENTS: What happened on ... ? 
Was ist am 11. April 1945 geschehen? 

Liberation Qf Buchenwald concentration camp 
Dachau was not immediately declared a memorial because ii was used to house German refugees expelled from Eastern Europe in the years after the 
war. 

Buchenwald's location also has symbolic importance, because it is situated near the city of Weimar, the home of the ultimate German cultural icon: 
Jobanu Wolfgang voo Goethe. 

The place best known for culnu-al b·aditions like Goethe, the Bauhaus school, and the German Enlighterune111 is now forever linked to the atrocities 
committed at the nearby camp. 

Motto misused 

Another example of Germany's noble cultural history being tainted by the crimes of the Third Reich is the motto used for the gates ofBucbenwald 

"Jedem das Seine", which translates as "to each what they are due", has.been used to represent a high ideal of justice, and was adopted by the likes of 
Martin Luther and Johann Sebastian Bach. 

The Nazis painted it on the Buchenwald gates as a grim reminder to the inmates that any crime conunitted against them could be justified The gate 
was also on display at Macgregor's exhibition at the British Museum. 

I: • 
Historian Mary f ulbrook, who is also a member of the Buchenwald Memorial Foundat.ton, explains the inward focus of the motto: "The side facing the 
inmates was repainted annually - red to make it visible for everyone inside but the outside was only painted when it was first put up". she said. 

Macgregor suggests a hidden meaning: "The motto was intended to support the SS claim to have the right to brutalize or to murder whom they chose. 

"But the lettering, designed on the orders of the SS by a camp inmate, was a subtle coded protest against this monstrous asswnption." he said. 

It was designed by Franz Ehrlich, a communist who had studied at the Bauhaus, He was ordered to design a font for the motto during his time as an 
inmate al Buchenwald. 

Fulbrook argues that the fact that, "Ehrlich specifically chose for his design this really artistic, beautiful font, taking strong Bauhaus influences, which 
was in the Nazi view degenerate art", was an act of "subtle subversion". 

TI1ere have already beeo commemorations marking the 70th ann.iversary of the Liberation of Auschwitz back in January. 

German President Joachim Gauck said: "There j,. no Gcnn:111 idcutit} without Auschwitz". 

"The memory ofthc Holocaust remains a maner for every citizen who lives in Germany. Tt belongs to the history of this country." 

Gauck stressed the continued impo1tance of the holocaust in German collective memory and something that you can't simply draw a line under. 
Buchenwald is no different. 


